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A.
The Committee on Transport hereby submits to the European Parliament
the following motion for a resolution, together with explanatory statement:
I4OTION F'OR A RESOLUTION
on the conmon transport policy
The European Parliament
- having regard aoT-. kotion for a resolution tabled by Mr Baudis (Doc.
L-452/79),
- referring to Mr Seefeldrs report on rthe present state and progress of
the common transport policyr (Doc. 5L2/78) and to the opinion of the
Legal Affairs Committee annexed thereto,
- mindful of the scant progress made in the area of the cornmon transport
policy,
- having regard to the report drawn up by Mr Carossino on behalf of the
Committee on Transport (Doc. l-996/8L),
1. Reaffirms yet again that a common transport policy should constitute
one of the foundations of the European Communitiesi
2. Deplores the fact that Articles 74-84 of the EEC Treaty have still not
been fully implemented;
3. Insists on the danger inherent in the fact that the lack of a common
transport policy must inevitably result in obstructing further advances
in building the Community, and in the long run will even jeopardize the
achievements already attained;
4. Urges the council to take without delay positive decisions on the many
important Comrnission proposals which have received a favourable parlia-
mentary opinion;
5. Invites the Commission to implement the cornmon transport policy provided
for under Title 4 of the EEC Treaty and, with this aim in view, requests
the Commission to take action by the end of 1982 to revise, complete and
extend until 1984 t.he progranme for priority action in aII branches of the
transport sector presented in October 1980 for the period 1991-1983, and
to submit to the Council the relevant formal proposals at the appropriate
time;
5. CaIIs upon the Comrnission, in drawing up this programme, to take account
of the different circumstances prevailing in the ten Ivlember States,
but also to make every effort to do whatever is necessary to develop
the Community, maintain the Common llarket and fulfil the principles
set out in Article 75(3) of the Treaty establishing the EEC;
7. Calls on the Commission to incl-ude in the draft Community budget the
necessary appropriations for the measures contained in this programmet
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8.
o
10.
1I.
Requests Ehe council to forego the systematic use of the principre of
unanimity, except for decisions in those cases for which Articre 75(3)
specificarry provides; further reguests the counciL, whenever it
intends exceptionally to restore this procedure, to state its reasons
in advance when consulting Parliament;
Invites the Council to define without further delay the framework for
a common transport poricy as provided for udder Articre 74, and the
transport system referred to in Articre 75(3), and to take a decision
on the commission proposals upon which parliament has arready de-
livered an opinion;
rnstructs its committee on Transport to follow progress on transport
policy and keep the actions of the commission and the council udder
reviewi decides to prepare to open the procedure for infringement
against the council- as laid down in Articre 175 of the Treaty for the
reasons stated in the motion for resolutionr tabled by Mr Hoffmann;
rnstructs its President to forward this resorutlon and the report on
which it is based to the councir and the commission and, for informa-
tion, to the Court of Justice of the European Communities.
1 Do.. l-572/8L
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I.
B
EXPIAT{ATORY STATEMENT
A very large majority of members of the European Parliament's Committee
on 'Iransport, who represent aIl the polrtical groups, are thoroughly
dissatisfie<i with the present state of the Eiuropean Communityos common
',ransport policy.
2. Indeed, the Committee on Transport is not prepared to adntit EhaL a
common transport policy exists at this time.
Community legislation in the matter so far has been a disjointed and
unsystematic jumble of isolated measures, and in no way can it be
claimed that, the t,ransport sector operates wiEhin the framework of a
common transport policy.
Studies by the Committee on Transport reveal- that the Council of
Transport ltlinisters has so far predominantly functioned as an instrument
used by the tlember States to defend tsheir own traditional transport
systems against the Commission's proposals and aims and that the most
they wiIl reluctantly accept within that body are such measures as
cannot be avoided and wil1 require the minimum of adjustment in the
national legislations,
The Council is not fulfilling the duty imposed on it by the Treaties
which, in the words of Articte 3 (e) of the EEC Treaty is 'Ehe adoption
of a common policy in the sphere of transport'. The Council should
be reminded by the European Parliamenh of this obligation.
As for the Commission, after more than two decades of largely fnritless
efforts, it has resigned itself to a policy of 'small steps', which -
euphemistic labels such as 'pragmatism' or 'realism' notwithstanding
- merely consists in submitting to the Council only those proposals
which are felt in advance to have some prospect of acceptance. It
follows from Ehis that the Commission does not oblige the Council to
face up fully to its responsibilities. fhe consequences of such a
policy are particularly grave for Parliament, since it seriously
undermines its function of control visi-vis Ehe Council: in the
absence of proposals emanaLing from the Commission, Parliament cannot
call the Council to account for rejecting any such proposals"
1. In the present report the Committee on Transporl proposes to put forward
some suggestions for resolving this deadlock.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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8.
o
Ever since the Community was created in 1958, in fact since 1957, the
representatives of the peoples of Europe have repeatedly stressed
the importance of this sector of European policy and called for legislation
that would be really systematic.
The basic reporte on the subjecE which have been tabled in the European
Parliament are by no means outdated even today, and your rapporteur
will be making express reference to the following among them:
- 
the 1957 lGpteyn report, Doc. 6/L957-58
(adopted by what was then the Common Assembly of the ECSC)
- the 1951 lGpteyn report, Doc. LO6/L961-62
- 
the 1961 Muller-Hernann report, Doc. L8/1962-53
- 
th€ 1974 lrlursch report, Doc. 2L5/74
- 
the 1979 Seefeld report, Drc. 5L2/78.
10. In calling the reader's attention to these documents your rapporteur
will seek to avoid re;retition of what is contained in them and will
confine himself to quoting only as much as is necessary Eo make clear
that Parliamentr Dow emerged from direct elections, maintains in its
present composition the views of its predecessors.
(a) There is surely a profound significance in the fact that whereas
the elected representatives of the peoples of the European Comnunity
insistently demand i a common transport policy, as expressly envisaged
in the Treaties, the Commissioners in charge proceed with extreme
caution, while in the Council of Dlinisters serious political
differences have so far prevented any substantial agreement on
the main lines of a transport poJ.icy.
(b) In the face of these delays and defaults by the Coruruission and
Council in the performance of their functions, the European
Parliament 
- 
without in any way seeking Eo arrogate these to
itself - has the right and the duty, in fulfilling its proEler
role of stimulant and proponent, t,o take the initiative towards
resolving what has become an intolerable situation.
(c) Its resolve to do so has been strengthened by econonic developments
in the Community which rnake it even more urgent to adopt a common
transport policy comprehending all Ehe means of transport.
-8- pE 68.325 /ft:..
11. The first three sections of the present report will therefore
stress clearly once again the vital role played by transport.
I. The importance of transport in modern industrial soeietv
12. One of the factors conetituting the particular strength of the European
continent is its highly efficient and densely reticutated transport
system. But, beyond this, the future of Europe in economic terms
will depend on its ability to maintain this transport system permanently
at the highest level of efficiency and rationalization.
13. We should bear in mind that the transport slcto= aitf.rs in one:important
particular from other economic sectors: in industry, all the factors of
production can be imported - raw materialsl orr€rgfr machinery, labour,
technologyi even in agriculture, all the factorsof production, with the
obvious exception of land itself, can be imported; and if the laad is
insufficient, it is always possible Eo bring all the agricultural produce
from outside. In the transport sector, on the other hand, there is liEtle
that can be imported from outside. A modern industrial state needs its
own transport system to be able to function.
14. Transport, in its double aspect, i.e. as an industry (producing means
of transport that create new demand ) and as a service (providing
a link between producers and consuners) represents an essential
department of the overall economic process.
A modern transport policy, therefore, rnust first of arr be integrated
within the overall economic context and must, moreover, be based on
principles which apply to every mode of traasport.
-9- PE 68 .235 /fin.
r. The importqnce of the traTsport sector in quantitative terms
15. In quantitative terms alonel the need for a European transport policy
is abundantly clear.
16. rn 1979 the percentage of the active popuration employed in the
transPort Eector in the lvlember States of the Community of the Nine
amounted to between 5.58 and 7.7*, or 6.22 for the community as a
whole. rt can thus be estlmated thaL of the 260 mirllon or so in-
habitants of the Community of the Nine, some 16.5 million directJ-y
depend on the transport aector for their livelihood.
L7. The transport sector accounts for between 5.LB and 9E of the GNp(at market prices):
France
Luxembourg
I taly
Federal Republic
of Germany
NetherLande
5.1
5.2
5.5
5.8
6.8
6.9
7.t
7.5
8.2
8.3
Ireland
Greece
Belgium
United Kingdom
Denmark
These figuresr which are for L975, are simirar to those for L979.
I8. In external trade, for the Community of the Nine in 1977 the trana-
Port sector accounted for egual shares of revenue and expenditure,
5.5t and 5.28 respectivery and, in 1979, 6.2q and 5.58. These over-
arl figures conceal, however, very conelderable dlfferenoes from
country to countryr 
€IS the following table, based on data for L977
shows:
Country
Revenue from transport
services as t of overall
revenue from eNports ofgoods and -eervlces
t971 L979
Expenditure on
transport servlces aEt of overall expen-diture on goode
and services
L977 L979
Federal Republic of
Germany
France
Italy
Netherlands
Belgium/Luxembourg
United Kingdom
Ireland
Denmark
Greece
4.L
5.9
5.0
8.0
5.7
9.8
5.0
11.9
13.5
4.2
5.8
4.7
9.9
5.4
8.9
It.4
10. 1
4.8
7.1
6.4
4.4
5.1
9.6
1.8
7.5
5.3
2.7
5.1
5.3
7.4
4.7
8.4
7.5
4.8
Unless otherwise stat,6d, data appearing inhave been drawn from Statistical yearbook 
-Tourism, Luxembourg 1981
the remainder of the textTransport, Communications,
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19. rn 1979 the revenues of community countries of the Nine from the
export of transport services amounted overarr to 35,212 mitlion
EUA and expenditure on the importation of transport services to
30r919 million EUA. Greece's revenues in 1979 were 5GG mirrion and
expenditure 415 million EUA.
2. The transport system as a condition of improved productivity
20. The purely quantative description in the preceding section gives
an incomplete view of the importance of the transport sysrem for
our general economy and indeed for our lives in a modern industrial
society. As pointed out earlier, transport is a system on which
other systems depend.
On the efficiency of the transport sector depends the degree of
specialization and of industriar division of rabour which a modern
economy can attain. rt is the efficiency of the transport sector
which determines whether a country can make the best possible use
of its mineraL and all other natural resources. On the degree of
efficiency of the transport sector depends the nature and quantity
of what the country can export.
2L.
22. By whatever means Europe succeeds in maintaining its position in a
worrd where competition is growing, its success witl depend on the
efficiency of its transport economies and on the density of its
communications network.
23. whether the European community will be abte to contribute to the
maintenance of Europeis role as a first-class economic power, to
preserving our competitiveness on the world markets, and to the
maintenance of our Iiving standards, will depend in no small measure
on its ability to create a rational transport system unhampered by
obstacles at the national frontiers intersecting our continent.
Only if the transport system is freed of all the obstacles at the
frontiers and unhindered by the many difficulties and distortions
stemming from divergences in the I'lember Statest legislations and
policies, can we have a large Common ltarket, and only then wi1l
its operation be satisfactory.
-11 - PE 58.325/f.in.
3. The energy factor
24. rn the midst of the present energy crisis it would be a serious error to
overlook the importance of the transport sector in the sphere of energypolicy.
25' out of the 750.7 milrion toe used up by the Community of the Nine in
energy consumption in 1977, 18.08 went to the transport sector. In L979the percentage was 18.lE of 812 mirrion toe. There is certainly no evi-
dence of a downward trend. such a substantial share of the total has na-turarry led to appeals from several quarters for energy saving in trans-port. The Eu'ropean Parliamentrs Committee on Transport itself took ini-
atives to this effect. But in view of the totalry conflicting views be-ing expressed as to the possibility of energy saving in this sector, and
of the lively debate on the rerative energy requirements of different
modes of transport, the committee decided first of atl to hold a hearing
on the subject, the results of which have been presented by Mr Albersin an exhaustive reportl.
26 ' rt can nevertheless be said already at this point that transport of
every type involves considerable energy consumption and that, unfor-
tunately, ways of saving energy conflict with other aims. For instance,
engines which are less noisy and emit fewer noxious exhausts, consume
more fuel, so that noise abatement and efforts to prevent atmosphericpollution conflict to some extent with the desire to save energy.
27 ' one of the results of the hearing of experts is of especial importancefor the purposes of the present report: it is that any energy savingsthat can be obtained by technicar improvement of existing means oftransport and even from new technologies, are insignificant compared
with the substantial savings that would derive from improved organiza-tion of the transport sector and the regulation of traffic flow. Thus,
' improvements to a motor can produce an energy saving of perhaps t0-l5E;but if an empty run can be avoided, the saving is 100E.
28- rncreased energy costs, therefore, raise the issue not only of tech-
nology, but also, and perhaps to a greater extent, of transport policy.
29. The community and each individual European country wirr have topersuade users to save energy primarily by obliging those who consume
energy to pay its fuII price.
30. rn addition to this, however, the European community has another and
specific task to perform: it is to make a serious contribution to
energy saving by speeding up the estabrishment of free movement acrossfrontiers and preventing delays at crossing point, and by improvingthe organization of transport so as to eriminate unnecessary journeys
and empty runs.
'I
- Report drawn up on beharf of the committee on Transport on ways and meansof effecting energy savings in the_transport 
"."to, (Doc. L_24g/gL _ rap_porreur: Mr w. Albers)- see oJ c 
-zg'? ot 
'g.rr..rgir for the .""otltion adop_ted by parliament on the basis of this ,.p".il-"
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4.
31' The current economic crisis can be described in various terms. rtis experienced as inflat,ion, as sluggish investments, as rising' costs, as reduced comPetitiveness, as nonetary instability 
- aIlfact'ors which in recent years have contributed to the sl0vring down
- 
_o1 
_a_h" 
proeess of 
.economic Arowth.
rn a comrnunity perspective we 
"r"o have to consider the deeper ciriGEsof the current erisis in Europe, which 1ie in the incompatibility
of Member states' policies with the aims of harmonization and
convergence of the economies, as raid down in the Treaties. rt isthis that has prevented a real communiEy coming into being. Andthe consequences are serious, because today communtty Eure,e isfinding great difficurty in working out a joint position on importantdecisions which used to be made in the face of changes occurring inthe market and in the world economy.
Difficurties in adapting productive structures are increasingr 
€rsillustrated by what is happening in the steel industry, in textiles,in shipbuilding etc.; the countries are moving apart,, regionalimbalances are beeoming more acute.
32' unemproyment' has reached absolutely unacceptabre levers; arl thatprevents a total economic crash is that, unlike during the crisis ofthe 1930s, those out of work, thanks to unemployment benefits, areable, to some extent at 1east, to continue buying goods. If the
slump app€ars less serious than in the thirties, it is neverthelessproving much harder to.revsrsre the trend, since alr the short-term
measures which have been tried so far conflict with anti-inflationarypolicies.
33' rn a crisis siEuation affecting important community ihdu.stries,
and in the face of al_I the efforts that undertakings
and governments have E,o nake to effect structural adjustments Eo dealwith the crisie, the community cannot confine its role to that of
umpire in the free-competition garne, but must set itself the taskof generating a genuine policy of industrial cooperation, so that
sporadic and often confricting rneasrrres introduced by individual
states do not jeopardize the prospects of growth for the community
economy as a whole. Against this background the key role that a
common transport policy can pray in determining the Dros,pects of thecorununity's eionomic integration becomes abundantly crear.
34' rn transport' since 1975, there has been a considerabre reduction of the volumeof traffic, but mainly on rail and wateruay, i.e. in the heavy freightsector- Road and air transport have been much less affected by therecession. Ttre effects of the rise in petror prices on road transporthave arso been much less severe than might have been expected. Ttrisexplains why, despite the oil crisis, there has been no diversion
of traffic to rail and waterway.
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35. rf the covernments of the Member states and of the community wee to
take active steps to combat unemployment and the generar economic
recession, the transport sector would be likely to occupy a priority
place in any list of investments that could in the rong-term herp
overcome Ehe present,{ay reluctance to invest whlch is the fundamental
reason behind t,he current crisis.
II.
36' The previous section dealt with the general importance of the transport
sector. To bring out its importance for the functioning of the
common l{arket, we must add some further considerations, since there
are stirl many peoPle who have not understood that a common transportpolicy is a necessary pre-requisite for the existence of a comnon
market.
I. Free movement of transport across frontiers
37- The purpo€e of a common market is to irnprove the standard of living
in the individual countries, each of which had previousry constituted
a separate market, protected to a greater or lesser extent from other
such markets- This aim can be achieved by rationalizing the entire
economy and by switching to mass production for a larger rnarket.
38' Everyone has been persuaded by now that to achieve this end, there
must be free movement of goods and factors of production across thefrontiers of the common Market rnember counLries, and it is alsogenerally accepted that, if there is to be free movement, duties andquantative restrictions on trade must be abolished. Neither is it
contested that labour and capitar must be abre to move freely acrossfrontiersr rlor is there any opposit,lon to the freedom of establishment.
why, then, do so few people understand that free movement of transport
across frontiers is of a particular importance? why do we see such
opposition from many quarters to a common policy on transport, or,to put it another way, why is there so littre understanding of the
need for it? rn one of the first reports prepared by the European
Parrianuent it was rightly observed Ehat, restrictions in the transport
sector are more harmful than cusEoms duties. A customs duty merelyplaces a restraint on trade. on the other hand a ban on traffic,the lack of a communications link across a frontier, the refusat ofa transport licence obstruct trade cornpletely.
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39. Establishment of free movement of transport across frontiers is thus
a necessary pre-requisite for the. existence of the Common lilarket.
40. To avoid misundgrstandings, it shourd be made clear that what is
envisaged here is obviously not totar freedom of internationar
movement of transport, which would exist if internal transport, regula-
t,lons were not appricabre to international traffic. However,
reglementation of international transport shourd not be more
restrictive than that for internar traffic. A paradigm has been
coined in Communit,y circles to describe this situation: ,throughout
the Community territory conditions similar to those in an l-nternal
market should obtain,.
2. Equitable charqinq of transport costs to users
41. Another aspect of which those who fair Lo grasp the importance of a
transport policy for the Corunon Market seem to be unaware is that
of the charging of transport costs to users. Ttris is a problem
entirely unrelated to that of international traffic. Transport
costs are an important factor of overall costs for all industrial
and agricultural undertaklngs, as well as for many firms which provide
services. Transport costs are to a very large extent determined
by the transport policies of the Dlember States. If, for instance,
railways are heavily subsidized in one country, but not in another,
this means in effect that the first country is subsidLzlng the second
country's industries 
- a situation hardly compatible with the principles
of th: Co*r"" grk t, 
"i".. i storts competition.
42r The existenee of such interdependence requires that, in the ilterests
of the Common Market, those cost factors which may not be directly
related to international traffic should be harmonized as wel1. It
may well happen that those affected by a particular measure cannot
understand why Brussels wants them to change their well-established
habits. The reaction then is : '!Brussels is harmo"irii-rg for the
fun of itl I and accusations of 'centralism, and ,Eurocratic ruIe,
are flung about. Why should lorries in Sicily, which never teave the
island and will thus never come to Brussels, be equipped with a taehograph
and conform to rules on.working hours issued"from Brussels? Simply
because working hours are translated into labour costs and, through
transport eosts, become a cost factor for industry and for agriculturel
also beeause industry and agriculture in every area of the Community
should be part of the same Common Market. We eannot have the benefits
of the Conmon lvlarket without also assuming the burden of its rules.
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43. It is understandable that countries which do not border other
Community countries and are not as closely interllnked by road
and waterway transport as are the eountriee of the Benelux, the
FederaL Republic of Germany and Erance, find it difficult to understand
the necessity for harmonizing legislation on transport. For Denmark
and Italy (at any rate northern ltaly) links with the above-named
countries are still closer than for Ireland and the United Kingdom.
The problem will be of especial relevance to Greece. There, too,
it will be asked why rules and regulations which apply 2,OOO
kilometers away should be adopted. Efforts will perhaps be made
to restrict such rules: andregul-ations to international traffic to
other Community countries.
44. But that would be to misconceive the nature of the Common Market
and to see only one aspect of transport policy: a EuroSrean common
transport policy does not merely mean eliminating impediments to
international traffic and establishing fair condl-tions of competition
for undertakings active in the fielcl of international transport.
ft also means accomplishing an equally important task, one that is,
in fact, essential of harmonization oflegislations on transport in
order to eliminate discriminatory charging of transport costs to
indusEry and agriculture (and, of course, to all services which
include a transport elernent).
45. Introduction of free movement and harmonization should proceed hand
in hand in parallel stages. The Commission should see to it that a
certain amount of balance is maintained between these two series of
measures. It is not a question of 'first this' (freeing transport
movement) , tthen the other' (harmonization of legislation) . Ttre
'two-speed' policy has not been promoting the process of J-ntegration
because it has provided arguments and pretexts to all those who, for
a variety of reasons, do not tr,ant to see the Community Treaties put
inEo effect,.
46. This is a crucial- problem, because the fact that baranced progress
has not been maintained has aroused understa ndabte worfieg among the
representatives of the Governments and the industries of the countries
with weaker economies, that if liberalization alone is pursued, the
result might be to favour the stronger economiEs and to perpetuate
and exacerbate the existing disequilibria.
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47. The Conmittee on Transport therefore demands that the harmonization
measures which are necessarily reguired for freedom of movement be
applied without delay. rt nonetheless wishes to emphasize unequivo-
ca1ly that harmonizat-ion must never be an end in itself. Intervention
for the purposes of harmonization is justified only if undertaken to
approximate the conditions of competition and to facilitate freedom
of movement.
aE. u,Jabove-summaiy descriptionlei.rs" io ifiustrate tn. p.iur"r" 
"ia 
___
confricts, the veritable blind a1ley into which the community hasgradually driven itself by fairing to implement a coherent 
-transportpolicy.
,49,. rndeed, .he commission itself in its communication to the councilon the devel0pnent of transport policy has stressed the need forsome kind of parallel progress between monetary unification, on theone hand' and the convergence of economic policies and of regional,structural and social measures on the other. rt has warned that,at all events, transition to economic and monetary union wirl notbe possible unless simultaneously an effectiv
. 
poricy is put in place 
, qrr srrt:.,trve common transport
\ ,a goes without oaying that t:ransport policy, while retaining its' specific character, shourd be directed towards cl0ser links with theother policies.
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III.
50. The community's Member states can achieve integration in a genuinely
'common' marl€t, and the Community can lead to'an ever closer union
among the peoples of Europe' (as the preamble to the EEC Treaty so
aptry puts it) only when arl its regions are regularty linked by an
appropriate transport system.
51. The esbentlal objective of a Commrnity pollcy in the tranaport eector
aimed aE eliminating the existing distortions and bottrenecks, at
the integration of national transport networks and their development
and rationarization, must be to eontrihute, egually with the other
structural policies, to the gradual elimination of the irnbalances
which have arisen in the course of historical processes between
different regions of Community Europe, between the North and the South.
52. The community is stirr a rong way from approaching this end: at the
borders bptween its llember states there are obvious discontinuities
in t'he railway, waterway and road networks 
- 
the results of infrastructurepolicies. practised by each State on its own.
1.
54' But another iroportant task for transport policy iE tO establrsh regular
rinks between arl the community's regions and the rongdistsancetransport network and to provide adequate regional networks. rtris isa sphere in which transport poricy and regional policy should dovetair.overarr' planned development of infrastructures should contribute,toimproving the s ituation of the regions which have 'teen disad'antaged
until now and also t,o decongesting overpopulated reglons.
55- Admittedly, the creation of a modern transport network cannot byitself undo the backwardness of underdevel0ped regions: it may,indeed, happen that improved communications lead to an exodus of thepopulation from a particurar region. Regional policy, therefore,
cannot rely solely on transport policy measures, but should aluays
53. Eilling these gaps in the transport network is
the common transport policy. I{r Klinkenborg,s
matter in detai1l.
Report on behalf of the committee. on-Transport on.the conmission Memorandumon the role of the community in itre_-aeveioi."rt-"g transport infrastructure(Doc. 1-60]/80 
- rapporteur: Mr J- Ktinkenborg). See OJ No C 144 ofl|;|;llt'ror ttre rliorr*tio".a"pt.a by pr;i;;ment on the basie sf rhis
an important task for
report discusees thie
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be pursued as part of an overall prograrnme
all Ehe means available to it: Iocation of
social infrastructures, etc.
While lt is true that communications are a
for modern economic development, the latter
means of the former alone.
2. Transport poricv and the accession of Greece, porEugal and spain
to the Community
56. From 1 January 19gI Greece will become part of the Community, introducing
new elements into its transport policy.
57. The first, of these to consider is the truly spectacular increase
in the Community's metchant fleet strength. According to 1979 data,
this would be more than one third: by addition of creece's 37.4 million
grt the Community's merchant fleet of 73.1 million grt tefore Greek
accession will grow to 110.5 million grt, thus amounting to over a
quarter of the worldrs merchant fleet tonnage of 413 million grt. Even
more than the accession of lreland, the United Kingdom and Denmark, the
entry of Greece will force the community to become more active in the
sector of maritime shipping: it is now one in which the community willC have world responsibility.
58. The accession of Greece also raises the problem of communications
between that country and the Comruhlty. 'Here, too, priorit,y goes to
maritime traffic behween Greek ports and those in other Snrts of the
Community. But only a little less important is the problem of overLqnd
traffic, by rail and road, between the Balkane and Central and Western
Europe. rn particurar, the community wirl have to deal- with the
probrem of transit through yugosravia. whire the communlty has a
long history of cooporatlon in Ehe Eranspor! eeetor wlth *ustrla and
Switzerland, communications across Yugoslavia must add a new foreign
policy dimension to transport policy. lhe Comrnunity will have to
work out new principles of 'foreign transport policy' relating primarily
to these three transit countries.
59. With the accession of Spain, expected within the current decade, the
Community will take in most of the northern coast-
line of the lrlediterranean.I By Ehe same token tt will acquire lmportant
responsibilities in the entire lrGditerranean basin, most notably in
respect of transporE policy. we can envisage the creation of a
exploiting s imul,tane ous ly
industry, housing construct,ion,
necessary prerequ isite_
cannot be launched by
I Th" commercial fleets of Spain andL979, will add 8.3 and 1.2 million
110. 5 million grt.
Portugal, accordinggrt respectively to to the figures forthe total of
PE 58 .325 /'1in.
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'common market' for Mediterranean shipping and ports under the Commu-
nityrs auspices which can be expected to stimulate strongly the develop-
ment of the coastal regions.
60. rn particular different regulations regarding the reservation of
cabotage to national flag vessels in the Mediterranean and the adop-
tion of the international agreement on safety, crewing, porlution
etc., could lead to a considerable expansion of trade between the
ports of Member States.
61. With the accession of Greece
to assume responsibility for
a problem highly relevant to
among the principal causes of
and Spain the Comrnunity will also have
the l,lediterranean's ecological balance,
transport policy, since shipping is
sea pollution.
in Greece, Spain
same heading:
4.88 for Spain,
52. The following data will provide a background to the transport situa-
tion in the three countries involved in the ,enrargement to the
South':
The share of transport in GNp is, in the case of Greece (72),
Portugal (6.3E) and Spain (6.G8), higher than that for the
community of the Nine as a whole (6.2x) (figures for 1975).
The use of energy (1978) by transport as a percentage of overall
energy consumption is much higher for all three countries than for
the corununity of the Nine (19.38), at 26.G1 for Greece, 3g.gB for
Portugal and 30.7E for Spain.
On current account (1979 ), revenue from transport
and Portugal is greater than expenditure under the
I0.18 as against 5.38 for Greece, 7.98 as against
and 7.3E as against 6.8E for portugal.
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63.
Greece and Portugal, with 76 and 74 km respectively (19?9)r.,can be said to
have no motorways, whereas in Spain there is a motorway network of
1r745 km. Greece has a railway network of 2,479 km, PorEugal,
3,588 km and Spain 13,533 km. Railuay freight in Greece in 1978
amounted to only 854 million neE t,on-kilometers, in Portugal it was
only 933 million ton-kilometers in L976. Compared with L75,397 mlllion
ton-kilometers for the Comrnunity of the Nine, only Spain's railway
freight annual total of 10,708 million net ton-kilometers is of any
irnportance. fn none of the three countries is there any internal
navigation. In passenger air transport Greece and PortugaI, with
4,629 and 3,383 million passenger-kilomeEers (1978) respectively
come about the middle of the classification by country, while Spain,
with 13r670 million passenger-kilometers, is near the top. (For the
Community of the Nine in 1978: 113,55d millton passenger-kilometeES ex-
cluding SAS)1.
In maritime shipping Greece, as already mentioned, is a giantz 17,353
million grt of shippingsalledunder the Greek flag in t9Zg; Spain Is in the,
medium class with 8,314 61111on grt, and Portugal has a modest ;J",205
million grt.
Present state of the common transport policy
Before. ernbarking on a critical analysis of the Council's and the
Commission's omissions in the transport sector, it seems advisable
to recapitulaEe clearly the objectives of the common transport pollcy:
I. The ains of the common transport policy
64. In discussions of the details of Community transport policy, such as
summertime, driving licences, tachographs, etc. which affect the
ordinary citizen most directly, but are in fact insignificant elements
of an overall policy lEttern, there is a growing tendency to lose sight
of the essentials.
65. The Council and the Commission behave as if their job was to administer
a transport policy already in place with a transport legisJ-ation in
force - as is the case for the traRsport policies of the individual
tt{ember States. What Is forgotten is that it is foi'the Communlty
to create a common transport policy from scratch. Ttris creative
process has come to a halt: for years nov, every December the Ministers
have come toSgf!1to argue over the number of licences for the carriage
of goods by road to be granted out of the Community quota, without
giving the slightest thought to the need touork out a common capaciEy
policy for all modes of transport. Exemptions from the use of the
1 Th. figures for road,
Community statistics
E,r
rail and air transport are taken from the basicfiguring in EUROSTAT 1980.
'1 
,
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tachograph are hotLy debated, while the fact is overlooked that this
gadget is necessary t,o monltor compliance wlth soclar legisratlon,
the harmonization of which is indispensable if distortions of competi-
tion between carriers are to be erininated 
- 
an objective which iteerf
depends on the possiblrity of establlshlng for international transport
conditions anal0gous to those obtaining in an internar markeE, but
which makes it necessary, moreover, to devise a capacity policy for
all the competing means of transport.
66. In view of the confused state of the polemic betereen
the commiesion, a crear reminder is needed that there
of the EEC Treaty which lays down that, in respect of
sector, Member States shal1 pursue the objectives of
the framework of a common transport policy.
the Council and
is an Article 24
the transport
the Treaty ,itfrin
67. Ttrere is no significance in the fact that
'Member States' and not of the 'Council of
in the follovrlng article it is made clear
act through the CounciI.
Artble 75 peaks of
the Community', because
that the Member States shall
68' The wording of the Treaty prescribing 
.that the Member states shatL
pursue the objectives of the Treaty 'within the framework of a common
transport poricy' indicates that it is for the councll to draw up
such a policy. The text of Article .14, therefore, in no way envisages
that the council of rrlinisters might confine itserf to dealing withisolated current probrems by providing ad hoc sorutions. rt is, on
the contraryr reguired to work out and ray down a framework of a
transport policy. This is a fully rational and juetifiable provieion,
since, in view of the great diversity of the transport policies pursued
by the Member states, it was clear from the beginning that a common
transport policy would require radica1 interferend6''with the existinglegislations of the llember states. A major work of reforrn is thus
necessary. Carriers, des[ratchers and all transport users have the
right to k4o-1v. in good time what the drift of the comrcn transportpolicy wilr be' rt is particularly in the transport sectoi that' rong-term
prans are of fuddamental-inportance for underta-lglggs. The &reaty provision
that'a framework of transport poliey be prepared waa thsr,- rrurly war-ranted.
This should have teen done, on the basis of the comnlicalon.e prryomrr,
by the counell of Mlnigters. The only rcalon that the cornellrs
failure to estabrish such a framevrork has not resulted in serLous
harm over the laet twenty yEa'fg ie because- tra@lort poliey he$-*uade
such sright progress that it has hardly produeed any ehangee to whieh
the economy would have to adapt.
h,
I
- - * 
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2. The Council's failure to act
69). Itre European Parliament has only partial influence over horr the
Council of llinisters acts. In the Comnunity's institutional system,
Parliament's current and most important task is to provide opinions
to the Council before the latter takes decisions on the Commission's
proposals. Ttris consultative function is, however, somewhat incomplete,
since lhere is no on-going exchange of opinions betr*een the Council
and Parl-iament. Views differ as to whether the Council really takes
account of Parlialent's opinions. Answers to rpritten and oral questions
do not amount to a dialoguei the same must, unfortunately, be said
of the colloquia held with the Council.
7q 
. 
This is why the Committee on T'ransport has sought to establish a
dialogue with the Council of Transport llinisters. To this end on
various occasions the President,s of the Council were invited to meetings
of the Committee on Transport. AIas, even $n this way, it did not
prove possible to have a reaL exchange: what happens usually is that
the President of the Council reads a prepared statement, thereafter
making lt clear that in the debate he is expressing onLy his personal
opinions and is unable to make furEher comments as President of the
' Council.
7L. It is also unfortunate that, with the Presidency of the council being
' ]imited to a term of six months, each Presidency has difficulty in
following through a progranme. Furthermore each llinister aPpears before
'the Committee on Transport onJ-y once in the office of President of the
Council. l{hen his country holds the Presidency for a second time, rnore
often than not there is a new Minister ln charge.
7.2. tn recent meetings of this type the Committee on Trangport has been
Iargely unanimous in conveying to the President-in-office of theGrci1 its
view ttnt.no comron transport Po1icy has yet been established and '
that the Council has therefore failed to discharge its duties. It
has also been made clear that after more than two decades without
noticeable progress, Parliament's ;ntience has been e:*rausted.
!S'. Iltre Council has steadfastly refused to }ay down a framework of transport
policy pursuant Lo Article 74. In 1960 the Commission submitted a
memoranduru on this subject and in 1973 a communication, the discussion
of which by the Councll was highlll-anadequate. The Council has taken
no decision on the'matter, thus .l-eaving not onl-12 the Comnission, but
the general public, the transport underEakings, transport workerEt
and transport users in uncertainty about the future. Finally, this un-
Certainty also signifrcantly slows down the development 6f transport
policy in the individual }4ember States.
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74. In the absence of framework decisions, within the Council itself
every minor and fragmentary decision gives rise to a full-blown
generar debate. An example is provided by the annuar repetition
of the arguments over the fixing of the community quota for the
transport of goods by road. The attempt to reprace birateral
quotas by community quotas has been armost forgotten and instead
of just making up their minds on the utirization of the quotas
and speeding up the movement of international transport, ministers
wrangle over their governments t contesting views as to the need
to protect railways' or as to whether the degree of harmonization
achieved warrants further measures to liberalize international transport.ltris is undo:lctedly one of ttre reasons for the Council's inability to act.
75. The committee on Transport is forced to take note that, within
the ambit of its powers of consurtation and contror vis-i-vis the
council, Parriament has exhausted arl the possibilities of fur-
fi 1 Iing its responsibil ities.
75. Annex r shows the lisL of proposals currently before the council.
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77.
3. The eommis:sion's failure to act
As early as 1960, and again in 1973, the Commission submitted, pursuant
to Article 74, comprehensive proposals fol lay,ilg d.oo: a framework of a
common transport policy. Although these proposals were not received
by Parliament with particular favour, they were nevertheless accepted
as a valid basie for discussion. But as the Couneil refused to conglder
these proposals, the commission,being a colregiate bodyr gdve very scant
attention tp transport problems and was gradually reduced to the pur-
suance of a policy of 'small steps I , a policy which the European
Parliament has never endorsed and can much less countenance today.
Transport policy was not even mentioned in the documents concerning
the mandate of 30 l,lay, with which the future poticies of the Communiby
were to be defined - a significant and in certain ways glaring example
of how underrated transport policy. is. This attitude is reflected in
the Community budget where, despite requests by the European parliament
for a Community-wide policy on transport infrastructure, the Commission
has earmarked no appropriations, restricting itself to the inclusion
of a miserable token entry.
Although, in the state in which the common transport policy flnds itself
today, this pollcy of small steps is described as .realistic. and
tpragmaticr, it Is patently the wrong poricy because it sets itself
inadequate practical aims.
As pointed out above, what we need is to define an entirely new transport
policy, which cannot be the outcome of a compromise between the ten
policies of the Ivledber states, but mrst be the fruit of a reEolve to
frame a modern policy for half a continent that can facilitate the
transition to the next millennium.
As far as the European parriament is concerned, attention shourd be
drawn to an important institutional aspect: when the comrnission
submits to the council only such proposals as, in its view, have at
least a minimal chance of being adopted by the council, and when it
refrains, on the other hand, from submitting those proposals which,
while they are regarded as indispensable for the common transport
poricy, have, in the commission's view, no prospeet of adoption by the
council, the commission is depriving the European parliament of a not
inconsiderabre part of its polers of consultation and contror.
rn its consultative function, the European parliament has done all it
courd by drawing up, for a whole series of transport policy sectors,
subst-antial ovrn-initiative reports 
- which -go much further than the D
Commission's proposals 
- 
as well as the irqportant consultative reports
by Mr Kapteyn, Mr Murch and Mr seefeld, to which reference was maae at
the beginning of the present report.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
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From a perusal of Parliament's proceedings lt becomeg clear that the
Commission has always follovred Parliament when the latter took an
initiative. Both lrlr Kapteyn and Mr Murch were instructed by
parliament to draw up orn-initiative reports before the Comrnlselon
submitted its memoranda and communications.
Parliament has acted in this way in respect of a number of policy
seetors. It initiated the Community's work on maritime Ports (the
1968 Seifriz report and ttre L972 Seefeld report), on a syetematic
policy on transalpine links (the 1973 NoE report and the 1975 Giraud
report) and on air transport (the 1960 Cornlglion-Irlollner r€port and
the 1972 NoE rePort).
In the absence of proposalE on the part of the CommlssLon, Parliarnent
wae ab]e, by means of these ovln-inLtiative reports, to present its
desiderata to the Council.
Nevertheless, when the Commission failE to Eubttit a particular proposal,
parliament is not able to exercise its por.lerE of control vis-i-vis
the councll and proof of the latter's fallure to act ie not availabL€.
Indeed, in the discussions that the Comnittee on Transport has had
with the successive Presidents-in-Office of the Council, the argument
was repeatedly advanced that, in the absence of proposals from the
Conmission, the Council was simply not able to do anything about this
or that of Parliamentts concerns.
If for no otherreason, therefore, on these grounds alone the Cornmission
should prepare and Eubmit a systematic outline of transport pollcy qo
as to eonfront the Council with its responsibilitieg and enable
Parliament to oblige the latter to discharge them: if necesEary, by
bringing an actlon pursuant to Article 175 - Parliament's ultimate
recourse against the Council - for failure to act in infringement of
the Treaties.
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V. How. to. break. the. staJ-emate
1. Modification of the decision-makinq proceduresi in the council of
Ministers
88. The main obetacle to the achlevemsnt,of a common transport policy has
long been recognized: it is the weakness of the decision-rnaking
proceas in the Council.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
Unfortunately there is still insistence on the rule of unanimity which
derives from the 1956 Luxernbourg agreement t ox, as regards transport
policy, ,on an erroneous interpretation of Article 75(3) of the EEC
Treaty.
It is virtual-ly hopeless to exp€ct to persuade ten governments to
decide unanimously on a proposal concerning a particular measure
which ls insignificant in itself and acquires importance only in the
context, and as an integral part, of a common tranaport policy.
Pressure on the governments to reach a concl-usion is of the slightest,
opposition agalnst the regulations proposed is strong.
Clearly, with ten l4ember States, and later twelve, the situation is
bound to become increasingly difficult, since there wilL aLways be
some country which will have to make aom€ Bacrifice to permit the
adoption of any rule applicable throughout the Community.
It is thus impossible to deny the need for the rule of unanimlty to
be abolished in the Council of Ministers, or for the latter to
transfer some part of its decision-maklng polJers to Parliament.
If the rule of unanimity m€ant that the Council can change or reject
a Commiselon proposal approved by Parliament by a unanimous decision
only, it would be an entlrely different matter. But if Euch a
solution is not possible, a majority rule mrst be introduced for the
Corncil's deciEion-making.
The tlember States who find themselves in the minority will be required
to rnake certain sacrlfices. Overall, honever, the advantages and
disadvantages balance out to the beneflt of all.
Obviously, a Limlt must be drawn when truly tvital! intereets of a
Meilber State are concerned. But Member States should not be allored
to claim that any and every question ie of vital interest: clearly,
questions such as driving lieences, or the date of the introduction
of summer time, are not of vital interest and neither are those of
the nurnber of licences to be granted under the Communlty quota or the
rules on access to the market in inland navigation.
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96' Article 75(3) of the EEc Treaty contains indieations on what questions
might be regarded as being of vital interest:
t... where the application of provisions concerning the principles of
the regulatory system for transport would be llable to have a serious
effect on the standard of living and on employrnent Ln certain areas
and on the operation of transport facilities ... r.
97. In terms of this provision, unanimity is required only when principles,
and not individual measures, are involvedi arso in respect of the
regulatory svstem for transport and not nrerely of a routine adminiEtra-
tJ-ve measure; moreover, the standard of llving and the rever of
employment of entire areas mret be at stake.
98. Besides, the likelihood is extremely small that a Council decision
might be prejudicial to the vital interests of a country: it is cLear
that, in its proposals, the Comniseion mrst take account of the vital
interests of all the States. For the vital l-nterests of a country
to be put at risk at Council level, the Commission would have to commit
a gross error of judgement in preparing its proposals.
99. There would thus be no serious danger in the Councills abandoning its
rule of unanLmity.
100
2. Closer consultation bv the Councll and the Commiesion with the
directly-eleeted parllament
. Other eommLttees in other contexts wlll- put fonrard proposals on the
possible ways of increasing Parliamentre influ€nce over the Council
and the Comrniseion or of equipping Parliament with greater decieional
powers. Drawing on its orrn experience, the commlttee on Transport
uisheE to Present eome proposals whlch could be put into effect Without
amending the Treaties or changing the inetitutional balance.
101. From 1973 onwards the Committee on Transport has held regrular meetings
wlth th€ Presldent-ln-offtce of the Counell of Mlnlst€rs of Transport,
meetings which, though interestlng, produced no resultg. For the
council meeting of 6 December 1979, the first to be held after the
direct elections, the rrish president-ln-offlce of the councir,
Mr Faulkner, had the item 'Participation by the president of the couneil
at a meetlng of the Europ€an Parliament committee on Transport,I entercd
for the firet time on the agenda. unfortunateLy, on the day of the
1 Council of the European Communities, G€neral Secretarlat: .press
rerease, 613th council Meeting 
- 
Energy 
-, (Doc. pr€sse 156-c, 6.],z.7g)
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meeting, the rrish !4inister, who wae detained for political reasons
in Dublin, had to relinquiEh the chair to his successor, the rtalian
Minister, lrr preti. Ths eoune"il heard tJle orat-rcport of the
Permanent Repres€ntative. Ehe outcome u,aE announced in the foll0wlng
terms: tThe report gives En account of the nature of discussions
wittrin the Committee on Transportr ind draws the Counci1.s attention
to the viewE expressed by the Honourable Members..
10e. The rtalian, Luxembourg and British Ministers, during their tenure,failed to include an exchange of views with the comnittee on Transport
_on th€ agenda of the meetings they chaired:
At the councir meeting of 26 }larch 198r, the Dutch Mlnister reported onhis exchange of views with the committee on Transport. unfortunately,
that was the only meeting during the period in which he held the chair.
lttl. ll wrrrrlrl llrtrr lrp nrlulnnlrle lr.r rrnh€ murt tlel
meetings betvreen th€ Comnittee on Transport
Council.
Itrtle provlotont lur-
and the president of the
rnstead of vague promlses that the points put fomard wotrld be conveyed
to the other counciL members, it would perhaps be preferab!.e to speakin precise terms of proposals pending before the council, including
the relevant opinions of parliament.
104. on more than one @casion proposars have been put fomard for increaslng
the 'transparencyr of council neetings. so far the council had
categoricalry refused to meet in pubric. An acceptabre compromise
proposal, which perhaps rnerits a trial in the transport area, hae
been recently advanced in !{r seef€rd.s report. council meetings
could be attended by the ehairman and the rapporteur(d) of the
Committee on Transport, without voting rights, but for the purpose
of explalning to the council parliamentrs position on ;nrticular
items of the agenda- rf necessary, such a rneetrng courd be herd
before the official Council session.
105- rn connexion with this proposal, as a corol].ary to it, or separately,
it could be arranged through officiars for the appointment of a
-representative of the secretary-Gen€ral of parliament to take part - -.
without voting rirj'hts, neturalry .,=..itl thg rneetings of the Transport
Group of the permanent Repres€ntatives, so as to exert presaure on
them to take effective aceount of the parliamc*tary reports.
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106. Cooperation with the CoramisEion ls baeically free of problems, except
that Parliament has not so far succeeded in convincing the CommisEion
of the need of at least trying to submit to the Council an overall
proposal for a framework eorf,mon transport policy in a forn which woutrd
permit the council to make a decision on the matter. onry by doing
this can the Cotilnission avoid being aleo indicted by the European
Parlianent for failure to act. rn addition, aLl the other appropriate
proposals should be officially laid before the Councils both those
coneerning sectora mentioned in the Treaty and those conplemerltary to
the framework common transport pollcy.
3. Closer coneultation with the national parliamente
'107. Until its el-ectlon by direct universal suffrage, all the llembers of the
' European Parliament were also members of their respective national
Parliaments. After the elections, the Europedn parllament.e llnks
with the nine Parliaments of the l{ernlcer Statee became weakened,
because there are few lrlernbars with a double mandate.
108. Nevertheless, there exist posslblllties for systematizing cooperation
with the national Parliarnents at every Level. The periodlc conferences
of the Presidents of Parliaments are already well €stablished, and so
Is the European centre for Parliamentary Research and Documentation
under the auspices of the EP Secretariat. A not insignificant
corollary of this work wourd be consurtation or, at reast in the
initial stage, an exchange of views between the European parliamentrs
committees and the corresponding comnittees of the natlonal parliaments.
4. Mobiltzinq publlc oplnion and overcomLno the reslstance of
sectlonal intereets
" 109. rn additlon to holdlng direct exchanges with the Counell of Ministers,
the commission and the transport cornmittees of the natlonal
- Parliaments, it would aIEo be deEirable to ensure that the publ-i.c
aL latge ls beLtet lrrf uttned otr bhe ComttturtltyrE tratre;roft pollcy
(includlng all its European aspects).
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110. l'or the Purpose of discharging thls task the European parllament has
its own information service whieh, however, is presumabry short of
staff and resources.
From the committee on Transportts point of view, there is a lack of
specific information for the parties concerned as well as of information
for that section of the general pubric which is interested in these
problems.
The resources available to Parliament's inforrnation service, which
comprises a Directorate-General for Information and public Relations
located in Luxembourg and inforrnation offiees in the capitals of the
Member States, are only sufficient for the provision of general, but
not of specialized, information. As a result, it is often impossible
to reach the specialist press and there is a lack of contaet between
the European Parliament and both those involved in European transport
pollcy matt€rr antl the eone€rn€d ecetlon of publlc oplnlon.
lf1. We should perhaps plnpoint the practical difflculties: transport
problems do not figure on the agenda of aII the plenary sittings.
It is thus not worthwhile for the specialist press to send its
reporters regularly to all the part-sessions. Only the largest
organizations are able to subscribe to the fuIl documentation
published by the European Parliament in order to select from it
materials of interest, whereas carriers0 associations, specialist
trade unions and the specialist press cannot, for the most part,
afford it. At present it is not possible to subscribe to a specific
series of EP publications: even the Committee on Transport's press
releases can b€ obtained by subscription only together with similar
releases of all the other committees, which makes the undertaking
irnpractical both physically and financially.
112. The Committee on Transport therefore wishes to put foruard the
following proposal:
The Secretary-ceneral of the European Parliament shall open
specialized subscriptions (e.9. corresponding to the areas of
activity of each committee) for working doeuments and the
committees' press releages.
(2) After eaeh part-session summariee of debates shall be published,
subjeet by subject, together with the resolutions.
(1)
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113. A further possibirity of mobilizing public opinion, as welr as
overcoming the resistance of sectionar interests, is to organize
parliamentary inquiries (hearings). The comnittee on Transport
has already begun doing thls, scorlng some notabre succesees.
organizations of groupg concerned with European transport policy
had no hesitation in sending to these hearings their most prominent
representatives. In many cases theEe representatives of associations
and other experts were thoroughly perplexed as to the future of
Comrmrnity transport policy and had hoped for clarification from the
EuroPean Parliament 
- 
an expectation which, given the present extent
of the latter's political povrers, proved in rnany cases ov€r-sanguine.
5. The problem of resourceg and of the reform of the CotuBrnity budqet
114. The European Parliament hae much greater powere of eontroL and declslon
in budgetary matterE than in other sectors of comrmnity policy.
unfortunately, its budgetary potuers have been of littIe relevance in
the transport sector, because transport policy has primarily consisted
in eliminating obstacles and discriminatton and in the harmonization
of provisions, none of which involved rnajor expenditure.
115. Whereas from 1958 onuards, transport pollcy involved no expenditure,
if we excePt the salaries of the officialE in Brussels, now it has
become urgent to decide whether the community should allocate more
for the improvement of transport infrastructures (cf. the Klinkenborg
report) .
IL is truc that until now a r-.,nsiderabre parL,f the community,s
financial resources has been devoted, under various headings and
t lu'ouglr vari rlrrr f inuncial insLrunrenLs, Lo Lhe f inane ing of aitls
in the sector of transport infrastructures, but not under the
transport policy (funds from the EIB, the Regional Fund, the NCI).
The new efement introduced by the commission,s proposar is the
opening of a speciar rine in the community budget for expenditure
on infrastructures. This requires, amongst other things, that the
various items of financial aid in this sector should be. coordinated.
Brit parliament cannot hope to put into effect the entire cornmon
transport poricy rireiely'I5f 'nidans of these budget 1ines. rnfra-
structure policy is-..an important .aspect of tra66port policy, but
there are others.
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116. The stagnant state of the Community budget in recent years, due to
, shortage of resources, contributes to the deterioriation of the
procesB of European integration and may well halt it altogether.
I'lhile this is neither the time nor the place to deal with such a vast.
problem in its entirely on which, in any case, important initiatives
by parliament are in hand, it should nevertheless be kept in sight
because on its solution ultimately depend the prospects of finding the
necessary i@sourc€s for the various structural policies essential for
economic recovery and the creation of employment.
?he question of restructuring the budget, whether by increasing own
resources or by amending agricultural regulations in order to control
the aberrant mechanisms that lead to growing agricultural surpluses,
is being actively considered and has now become a critical test of the
Community,s al>ility to emerge from the impasse in which it has remained
for some time.
A solution to this problem is thus an egsential prerequisite to all
lnitiatives for a new transport policy.
6. Need to increase staff dealinq with transport policv
117. ltore financiat resources mrst also be made available to increase the
nurnber of officials in the Cornmission's Directorate-ceneral VII -
Transport.
Recent reorganization of the administration has resulted in the
reductj-on of the administrative units of the transport directorate
frorn twelve to eight and the abolition of some services, including
that with responsibility for ports policy.
It is obvious that it is absolutely indispensable to strengthen these
gtructures.
Otheruiee, all the proposals and all the declarations of commitment
or intent must remain a dead letter.
vr. Further proposars for a svstematic transport poricv
118.96s preceding sections present a number of constructive proposals to
confer on transport policy the systematic nature which it has so far
lacked. Undoubtedly, amendment of the Councilrs decision-making
procedures, establishment of closer cooperation between Council,
Commission and Parliament, improved links between the European
parliament and national ParIiamentg,. mobilization of public opinion
and, lastly, reform of the Community budget and increased staff
strengthse dr€ indispensable meaeures if transPort po1-icy and the
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community's other structural and sectorar policies are to be ma,de
more incisive.
1. .A,bandon the policv of small steps
1r9. But it has to be said again that the comrnission must adopt, in the
form of a Proposal for a council deeision a ,fran€work of a cornrnon
transport policy', as provided in Articre 74 ot the Treaty.
It shoul-d be remembered that neither the 1960 Memorandurn nor the 19G3
communication, on the contents of which parlianent has on several
occasions given its opinion, has ever achieved the form of a proposal
for a Council decision.
rn the lvlurEeh rePort the European Parliament invited the commission
in clear terms to aet in this sense. rndeed, in the report the
commissiontE communicatlon was analysed and amended point by point
as a draft law. The councir, however, met with extreme reluctance
even the commissionrs proposal to deliberate on the communication a
alone- Thus no decision was reached in the Council and the cornmission
has not even submitted any specific proposals in the matter.
12o. The 'triennLar ptans' subsequently submitted by the comnission cannot
be regarded as a substitute for the 'fnanework of a common tranEport
policy'. The triennial plan for \.g74-Lg76 was included in the I9Z3
communieation aE an action programme. No simirar pran was prepared
in L977; instead, a first pause wae introduced in the three-year
pattern- rn Novembet L977 the comrnisolon, on the council.s invitation,
subrnitted, again merely in the forrn of a comrmrnication, a counciL
working Programnre for the three years 1978-1980, containing a list of
priority business.
L2L. rt was 1980 before the commission, acting on parliament.s invitation,
submitted a third triennial plan accompanied by a 1ist of priorities
together with a tirnetable 
- thi.s tLme in the form of a proposal for a
council decision. An appropriate report was drawn up on this by
I{r Hoffrnan, on behalf of the commr-ttee on Transport.l
2.
1
- 
f9no5t drawn up on behalf of the comrnittee on Transport on theCommission proposal concerning priorities-anH [ile timetabre fordecisions to be taken by the doincir rn itr.--trinsport sectorfyrins the period up to the end of 1983 aD;".-I_gSflaOl. SeeOJ No C 77 of 5.4.1991 for the resolutio"-.a"ptua by theEuropean parliament.
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L22. On this o".""fon 
"t least the form, it not the substance, was complied
with. A time-schedule for 29 objectives in the programme plus 6
others to be dealt with at some time during the three-year period
cannot be described as a 'franework of a common transport policy'.
The individual objectives of the prograrnme are not structurally interlinked.
Above all, the financial support needed to carry out these programmes is
lacking. The comments are inadequate. Reference to the 1973 CommunicaLion
cannot compensate for the fact that this was noL submitted to the
Council in the form of a proposal and that it was never adopted.
L23. Hence, even if tne Council had adopted the 1ist of priorities and
their timetable in the form of a resolution, the Commission and the
couneil tould not have discharged the duty of drawing up the framework
of a commoh transport policy.
lndeed, at its meeting of 26 Ivlarch 1981, the Council merely took note
of the list and decided that it woufd be taken as a 'basis for the
Council's future discussions on transport'. (see Doc. 5800/81 - Press
Release 45 )
L24. In addition, there is the probJ-em of ascertaining what significance
is to be attached to a Council resolution. By the terms of Article 189
of the EEC Treaty, only regulations, directives, decisions, recomrnenda-
tions and opinions of thti cornmission and the Council are legally binding
acts.
L25. It seems likely therefore that, within the meaning of the Treaty, no
lega1 force attaches to a Council resolution. (At any rate Article 175
speaks of failure to tact'.x)
L26. In the course of the European Community's development a new IegaI
usage has arisen of tvoluntary undertakings' on the part of the
Council, the legitimacy of which is recognized by all the Member States,
though the Court of Justice has not yet ruled on its formal legal
standing. Whenever the Council has, in one of its 1e9a11y binding
acts, set down a deadline by which a decision was to be adopted, it
has always respected that undertaking, even in the most dramatic
_ 
circumstances which required night sittings, rnarathon gessions and
such extreme expedLents as stopping the clocks.
L27. One can hardly expeet, however, a similar effeet from 
" 
r.""rraion on
a time-schedule.
x tn English. rn
report, the word
Italian, the language of the original of this
is'pronunciarsi' (Transl.)
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L28. Also from this point
plan in the form of a
to act in respect of
po1-iey.
of view, therefore, the adoption of the triennial
Council reEolutlon cannot remedy the fallure
the creation of a framework of a common transport
3.
Comruunitv
129. The reference to the 1973 Communication as a framework for a common
transport policy does not provide a satisfactory answer because
of one further consideration: there have been many new developments
since that time which must be taken into account.
130- we need only mention the exacerbation of the energy crisis, the grorying -
importance of transPort policy vis-i-vls third countries, notably
Switzerland, Austria and yugoslavia, following the Corumnity.s enlarge_
ment, and the extraordinary importance assumed by sea and air transport
in the Community's external relatlons, to demonstrate the need for an
updating of the 1973 programme.
131- Above all, a global approach should be adopted comprising all the modes
of transport 
- 
not only road, rall and inland watenday with which the
Comrnission has traditionally concerned itself, but also sea and air
transport which, on a narrow and dlstorted interpretation of Article g7,
has been neglected so far.
4. The role of infrastructures
132' Next, agreement must be reached on the means of effectively coordlna-
ti-ng those transport infrastructures for which the Commission in its
Memorandum rrghtly considers itseLt competent.I
133. The rnerit of the Memorandum is that it indicates the main 1ines of a
transport policy in the infrastructures sector. rmplernentation
of this policy through specific decislons and other acts by the commission
and the council could significantly contribute to th€ resumption of the
Cornmunity' s economic unification.
134. The importance of this proposal also lles ln the contribution that it
can rnake to restoring the competitivenesEr of the community.s economy in
the world market and at the same time to achieving the integration of
the Community,s regions.
135. we should therefore oPpose and reject the arguments of those who claim
that this is one of thoee proposals, implementation of which should be
postponed until better times, when the economic crisle and the
Comrnunity's present finaneial difficultiee have been overcome.
1 cooa(zg) 550 final
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In the report he submitted to Parliamentf, Mr Klinkenborg rightly
stressed that this proposal contains extremely important investment
decisions, which would be included in the current budget, precisely
in order to tackle the consequences of the economj-c crisis and create
new jobs.
136. In the absence of such a decision, which necessarily implies approval
by the Council of the financial regulation, no serious progress can be
made towards eliminating the existing obstacles in the Community trans-
port network, whether they be natural obstacles such as the A1ps, the
Channel or the Messina Straits, or due to difficulties in transit
through third countries such as Switzerland, Austria and Yugoslavia,
or the whole series of shortcomings and bottlenecks which currently
exist in the Community transPort network.
EarIy adoption and financing of such an infrastructures pblicy is need-
ed if we are to have more active cooperation on transport matters with
these countries, and better communications between Europe's North and
South and between the heavily industrialized areas on the one hand and
the Mediterranean ports, or the Community's outlying and less welI-
equipped regions, on lhe other.
5. Removing the imbalance between liberalization and harmonization
137. The principal aim of transport policy, as already noted, is to libera-
tize international transport movement, i.e. to achieve a common market
in transport: a market that is as free as possible and in which condi-
tions similar to those in a domestic market exist.
I38. But we cannot proceed far in this direction unless there is sufficient
harmonization of the cost factors. The Committee on Transport has
drawn attention to the fact that at present liberalization measures
have a clear lead over harmonization.
139. Thus, for navigation on the Rhine, complete freedom has been achieved.
For road transport, an additional Community quota has been introduced,
without eliminating the bilateral quotas. Transport on own account
has been fuIly liberalized. But on the harmonization side of road
transport there is only the regulation on maximum spells at the
wheel and the tachograph. Other important social provisions are
still to come - for this and other modes of transport. There is
nothing so far in the way of tax harmonization. The first regulation
on the approximation of the basis of assessment of vehicle tax has
1 Do.. I-5OII80 (see footnote to para 53 for more specific details)
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once again vaniEhed from the eouncil's agenda and the whole project
is being jeopardiaed by the Federal Repubric of Germany, where the
governing eoalition is seriousry eonsldering the possibility of
abolishlng vehicle tax.
140' Ttrere is stilL no sign of the rnain technical prorrision of transport poricy coning
frcrn the council., the fundanentar pre-requisite for many o$rer decisions, i .e.the decision on the dimensions and weight of commercial road vehicres.
I41' The Comrir-r-ee on Transporf- r+ishes +_o see a
orovided, however, that a sufficient level
achieved in paral1el.
l-iberalization of transoort,
of harmonization is
L42' Road transPort, inland navigation, air traffie and rnaritime shipping
shourd be abte to function at the international 1evel as freery as in
their orr,n country. whenever the degree of freedom of transport
enterprises as regards capacity and prices becomes too disparate in
the various lUemjcer States to allow free competltion, such differenees
ehould be levelled out through the approximation of legislations and
introduction of common rules. wheneuer the burden to transport
enterprises of state impositions, such ais taxes, socl_al provisions,
technical requirements or other forms of state intervention beeomes
too unequal to allorp free competition, these factors of cost distortion
should also be evened out by harmonizing legisration.
143- when these rneasures, aimed at ensuring the proper functioning of the
conmon rnarket in transport have been introduced, a series of measures
will still be needed for the proper funetioning of the market in goods,i'e' for all those cases where differences between the rules governing
transport result in distortions of costs to transport users, and hencein distortionE of competition in the markets for goods.
6. Cooperation amonq railwavE
L44- cooperation among rairways shourd be further developed, priiariry
because, as the resorution adopted by the European parriamentl on
the basis of I"1r cottrellrs report emphasizes, tgiven th€ir reratively
10vu energy consumPtion, "soft" impact on the environment and suitabilityto autornated technotogy and combined transport, the rairways have apotentially important eontribution to make towarde the furtherance ofthe general economic and sociar objectives of the commrnity'.
1 oJ *o C 197 of 4.g.19g0 (on the basis of report. Doc. L-2GI/(O)
JB 
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We should seek to achieve conditions for international traffic that
are not different from those for domestic traffic and to ensure
that differences in the tariff systems of the Member States are no
longer so great as to be able to cauEe by themselves distortion of
cornpetition in industry, agriculture and the services sector.
The proposals for action on which Parliament has given its opinion
concern, in addition to measures for balancing the budgets of railway
undertakings and those relating to public service obligations,
possible ways of promoting the eoordination of:
railway investment and finance within the European Comnunity
(including the possibility of private financing of such
projects as electrification, inter-city passenger services and
intra-Community freight servicee) ;
new technotogies applied in the operation of new railway under-
takings with the aim of increasing operational efficiency;
commercial and operational Etructures of railway networl<s,
particularly ln the freight market (including common goods
wagons and tariffs), in order to faeilitate croes-frontier
traffic ?
all other areas in which the railway undertakings of the Member
States have a cornmon interest.
7. Road. Transport
145. Ever since its election by direct universal suffrage, the European
Parliament has Iet it be understood that it wishes to see common
regulations introduced for road transport in Europe and that the
present state of Community legislation is by no means satisfactory.
Parliament has frequently dealt with the Community quota (Rlbers reporL
Doc. L-38L/79, OJ C 289/79; Moreland report Doc. 1-555/80, OJ C 327/80
and Doc. 1-950/80), as well as with problems of social provisions
(Key report Doc. L-89l81, OJ C 172/8I) and combined transport (Gabert
report Doc. t-395,/81). Parliament was able to make a special contri-
bution to harmonizing provisions concerning permitted weights and
certain other technical characteristics (Carossino report Doc. 1-865/BO,
oJ c t44/8r).
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a . IllSlg_Eelg_ry:vessels
146. Following direct elections, the European stated its position on
technicaL requirements for inland watervray vesseLs (Baudis report,
Doc. L-380/79, OJ C 289/j9). It also expressed its opinion on the
problems of inland waterway vessels in reports on the monitoring of
markets (Janssen van Raay report, Doc. t-].g7/gL, oJ c L72/g].) and on
transport infrastructure (Klinkenborg report, Doc. I-6OI/80, oJ c t44/gL).
9. Air. transport
I47. In regard to air transport, Parliament has recently adopted a number
of resolutions on the basis of the reports submitted on behalf of the
Committee on Transport by Mr Hoffman and othersl (report on the
Ivlemorandum of the Commission of the European Communities on the con-
trillrtion of the European communities to t.he development of air trans-
ptrt t l;etv1ues, wh.lt'lt t'oltLa.l lls a !,tIutILy lIsL lcrr aIt LrarrspurL,l .
The resolution states that future meaaures In the fierd of air
transport must be guided by the followlng principles:
- 
improvement of the Eervices offered to the tran'port user;
- reasonable conditions of operation for viable air lines and theLr
efficient managementi
- safeguarding and expansion of employment;
- improvement of air traffic safety;
- reduction of environmental polrution by air traffic;
- 
energy saving.
148' within thiE context specific proposars are put fonrard concerning air
transport competition and tarLffs, air transport networks and regional
services, social aspects of air transport, safety in the air and on
the ground and, lastly, the aerospaee industry.
These guide.rines should.nqy.b-e,.grqduarry-lrFBgforned by the commission
into corresponding proposals for decLEions to be subnitted to the
Council for adoption.
* Based on the Seefeld report (OJ C 2gg/jg), the Hoffmann report (OJ C 3lg/7g1,the schwartzenberg report (oJ c 2gL/80) r'ine Ju.r"".n van Raay report(oJ c L97/80), !!:.Hoffman report tb,r c'zgila]]]l', rhe Janssen van Raayreport (Doc. r-553/Br) and the Key reporr (boc.'t-5sg/a1):- '---
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10. lrtraritime transPort and Ports
LAg. In re8p€ct of sea shipping it has to be admitted that' desplte efforts
to achieve Community cooperation within international bodies, and 
joint
actiongvis-i-visthirdcountriesorinthematterofsafetyand
combatingpollution,thecommunityhaenotsofarsucceededindeveloping
initiativea eommensurate with ite own role and responsibilities as the
world.sfirsttradingpos,erwhichcommandsaboutone-quarterofthe
worldrs rnerchant f leet'
l5o.InconnectionwiththesubmissionandadoptionbytheEuropean
ParliamentofthereportdrawnuPbyMrCarossinoonbehal.fofthe
Committee on Transport on the proposal for a Council directive
concernlng the enforcement' in respect of shipping using Comrnunity
ports, of international standarde for shipping safety and
pollution prevention'' it was emphasized that maritime
transPortisoneofthosesectorswherecooperationbetweenthe
countries of the comrrunity and cooperation by the latter with other
countrieswithininternationalbodies,isnotmerelyofgreat,but
of critical, imPortance'
151. It i6 neither possibte nor oPPortune in this report to enter into
thedetailsofthecomplexanddifficultProblems.ofsea.trangPort
policy. It will suffice to summarize the essential points of a
'policy on the sea' which the Cornmunity ought to develop'
FirEt and foremost, there are the problems relating to the need to
maintain a Community merchant fleet that is competitive in the
world Earket. Under this heading come measures which are already
being studied or which ought to be introduced in respect of flags
of convenience, relations with etate-trading countrlee, further
meaEures on shipping safety indieated in the'report, meaerules
against flag discrimination and those for the ProPer implementation
of the Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences.
Resolution: oJ C 28/8L1' Doc. l-708/80
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L52. Then, we dhoirid bear in mind the lniportahee cii ttie lmpletnentdtion
of a ecimnon policy on the Bea for the Community,s crisis_siricken
6htpbulldlng ihdustry, and the advantages tt will derive from Buch
a policy.
153' rf this ptilicy is to be devElcjped, and the role of the Mediterranean
irr intia-commurirty trdffic enhanced, a poliey for strength€riing afid
deireloplng lnfrastructurec in ports and on land is in turn requlrbd.
rt ls of fundamental lrtrportance for all the maritime countrl-es thatthe EEe should pursrte an lnt6grated sea transport poltcy, i.e. one
eompilsing also silipyards and ports. rn particular the Mediterrdnean
eodntrles, 
€.9- rtaly and Breece, by lnodernlzing arid developing their
transpcirt hetwoik, corrld eode to play a mrch more important r61e l_nthe developnierit cif trre comrmrnity's M€diterranean trade linls *ithAfriea and the Middle East.
154' A fEcent confirmatloir of the importanee of this matter i.las provlded
by the European Pdriiament;s decision to include MedlterranEan eeapolts ahorig the objectlves of priority action for the next threeyedrs'I rt is now hoped that the commission wilL act in response tothis guideline for transport policy.
VII.
iss. By n\eans 6f the preseht repoft, iarriament,s commrttee on Transpoitis bnee aidth aettrig ln fulfiln{ent of lts duty to stirml-ate and urgethe Corrihunity to adopt dri ovetall policy on transport.
eonstructive prbposari navd been advanced and the European parliament,s
coliunittee un rrdnsport is ready to cooperate with thg. other communitybodies.
See Hoffmann report Doc.
6. 4 . r981
L-951/80, together with OJ No C 77 of
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t56. It is nov, up to the Commiseion and the Council to respond to this
invitatlon and draw up an overall transport policy.
]-5'7. Shou1d the Commiseion and the Council, however, reject the European
Parliamentrs outstretched hand and continue in thelr old ways of
'Emall stepsr and disjointed and contradictory partial measures,
the only meanE l-eft to the European Parliament to asaert its political
will would be to bring proceedings, pursuant to Article 175, agalnst
the Council and the Commission for failure to aet.
158. Your rapporteur hopes that matters will not come to such a serious
passr it is nevertheless advisable at this point to consider the
possibility seriously.
159. Because preparations for such legal action are fairly complex and
tirm-consuming, its legal and procedural aspects are examined
separately in Annex II. This annex is based on uhe oplnions
collected in competent Community circles,, particularly from the
Legal Affairs Committee of the European Parliament.
CONCI,USIONS ,
150. In drawing up the present report your rapporteur haE referred closely
to parliamentary precedent and has sought to demonstrate the efforts
made throughout the years by the European Parliament to put fomard
a systematic transport policy.
He has also drawn attention to the changes whlch have occurred over
theee years in the Community's economic eituation and as a cons€quenee
of its enlargement, ehanges which render even more urgent the adoption
of this policy, the aims and content of which have hen updated and
developed.
161. The European Parliament has now almost exhausted the means available
to lt to induce the Commission and the Council to fulfi1 their
obligations.
L62. Parliament still has at its disposal one important stipulation of the
EEC Treaty! the provisions of Article 175. Thls recourse has never
been used to resolve contentions whlch have arisen in the past, the
European Parl-iament having always, and rightly, preferred to discharge
its olyn duties through political confrontation with the other
ins titutions.
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163. Th6 timc has noll come to declde, in the light of past experlence
and of the poor achievementg of reeent year', whether thlE is not
the moment to sulamons the councll and the commission before the
Court of Justlee.
L64' rn legar terms, the viewE and opinions corrected shcnp that parriament
is entitled to proceed, in respect of the transport Bector, agalnst
th€ council and the Commission for failure to act.
The choice before the committee on Transport and the Europeanparliament is thus essentially a polltical one.
165. The aim of the report has been to present the necessary data for
evaluatlng the decLslonE that have to be nade.
Your rapporteur nqr leaves it to the committee on Transport to
asse's the situation and, in its wiEdom and sense of responeibility
to declde whether it would be poeaible and approprlate to lrroposethat the Europan parliament resort to such an extreme step.
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Proposals submi!--ed Cornmission to the Council
(before the Council yet adopted)
ANNEX I
Commission
proposal
(s-i--.uation at mid-Ilovember 1981)
-D-c
opin:-on
11u5
opinion
suo jggl_clPrePeEel
Inf raslruc'-ure
Suppor*- for projec+-s of Comr;runity inf-erest in transporiinfrastructure
Anenclnent (implementation) in respect of projects in
non-I-lember S'-ates
:I-. Sunc{--ioning of '.he market
-. System for observing the marl<ets for carriage of goods
by road, rail and inland waterway
- 
Amendment (Art 149 ( 2 ) )
- 3:xing of rates for international goods transportby rail
Artrendment
Di:ect international railway tariffs
ECSC (new agreement)
Estabtishment of common rules for certain iypes
of carriage of gooCs by road between llember States(amending first directive)
Amendmen: of directive 65/269/EEC
T=anspor: on own account of good's by road
( remainder )
.. Aejus:men: of capacity for *-he carriage of goods
of goods by road for hire or rewarC betvreen MerirberStates (bilateral agreements) (remainder)
c
c
c
C
C
c
c
207 /7 6
89 /80
c L/76
c 3srl80
c Les/77
ggt,-(7 6)29
c 253/80
c 4L/79
c 247 /78
final
293/7 6
L83/77
t97 /80
293/7 6
L72/3L
c 327/BO
L27 /79
67/79
56 /77
3 o 0/80
28t/7 6
)ag/at
c 138,/8r
Lt3/80
L33 /7 9
+
System of reference tariffs for the carriage of goodsby inland waterways betr4reen Member States
AmenCment
Access to the market for t.ransport of goods by waterway
Access to the occupation of carrier of goods or ofpassengers by waterway ( in national and internationaltransport )
- Development of combined transport
+ Amendment of Reg.ulatiot LLOT/7O (EEC) by addition ofprovisions concerning combined, transport
- Amendmeni of Regulation 3L64/76 on Community quota
+ Amendment of Directive 65/269/EEC 
- authorizatj_ons(tractors)
- Amendment of Regulation 3L64/76 Community quota(208 increase)
- Aceeptance of the ECI.IT resolution 
- internationalremovals
- Aruendment of Directive 7S/L3O/EEC 
- 
combinedroad,/rail carriage of goods
- Conclusion of ASOR Agreement
c 54/76
c L85/77
c 95/68
c L/76
c 35L/80
c 350/80
c 269/81.
c 299/80
coM(81)576
coll( 81) 617
c Lo4/74
c 9s/68
covt(72 ) 1516
c 307/77
c 249/77
6 /17
L98/58
LZs/7 6
c 260881
c L44/8.L
c 327/80
c Lss/14
63/6e
37 /73
L63/78
c 28t/76
Llo/ 68
L97 /7 6
c t38/8L
c 3s3/80
c L42/74
48/6e
86/7 3
26e /7 I
C
c
c
c
,
,
,
)
,
:
- Amendment of Directive 6&/297 orr duty-free admissionof fuel
- First directive on
+-ax systems
regularizing national_ vehicle
Addendum to Regulation 1191,/69
Amendment of Reguration Lrgz/69 on the normaliaationof the accounts of railway undertakings
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ANNEXII
1.
2.
3.
aI irnd proeedural eBt ions rel.rt I to proeeedlnge agalnst the Couneil
and the Commission for failure to act
(a) Introduction
To achieve an overall approach to the probrem of transport policy, it
would be necessary to consider the advisabirity of proposing to start
proceedings for failure to act both against the Council and against the
Commisslon.
rn an action against the council aIone, the l-atter could justify its
inertia by the absence of proposats from the commission; if proceedings
were instituted only against the commission, on the other hans, the
latter courd simply plead in justification, as it has done on several.
occasions in the past, the councirls inadequacy in taking decisions.
on the other hand, proceedings for failure to act brought simultaneously
against the Council and the Commission woutd focus on the whole complex
significance of a common transport policy. The aim is not so much to
denounce specific acts of omission of this or that community institu-
tion, as to strike at the totarity of failures to act, charging the
institutions concerned with responsibilit.y for this failure, so as to
enabre the community's court of Justice to hand down a verdict which
will spur into action all the bodies which play a part in the devel-
opment process.
By the terms of Artcire r75 of the EEc rreaty, community institutions,
l'lember states, and any natural or regal person may bring proceedings
before the Court of Justice against the Council or the Commission for
their failure to act.
However, in the event of proceedings being brought against the councir
arone and the subsequent acquittar of the ratter institution on the
grounds that its fairure to act was due to the abeence of commission
proposals, this would be tantamount to a moral. condemnation of the
commission which wourd be almost as serious as a direct. ruring againstir.
rt is the task of the court of Justice to estabrish failure to act by
the council or the commission; its verdict is, however, purely decla-
rative. rt is confined to finding thar there has been failure to act
by the institution comprained against, the ratter being reft free in
the choice of measures it wilr take to compJ.y with the judgment pursu-
ant to Artcile 176. There is, however, no doubt as to the obrigatr.on
to take such measures, imposed upon the institution concerned by the
first paragraph of Articre L76. The rocus standi of natural or legar
persons depends on their abirity to prove their legitimate interest;
this does not appry to institutions or L'(,-ber states, which may bring
an action arso in the interest of the development of the law, as is
the case in the present issue.
4.
5.
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6. rnstitutl-ons and lrlember states have not Eo far made use of the rigrht
of judicial recours€ granted them by Article 125. The fact that theinstitutions have refrained from bringing an action under thig
article is due not so mtrch to scrupul0uE fulfilment by the councLl
and the commlssion of their obligatr-ons under the Treaty as, elearry,to the determination of those who mrght have brought such an aetlon
to pursue the aim of progressive integratron primarrly through all
the other poritical n*ans availabre, and resort to legar actton onlyin extremity.
within the comrm:nity's institutionar structure, the range of
instrunents with which parriament wields ite authority is notparticularly well graded: in normal legislative activity parliament(except in the ease of the budget) exercises onry a consurtative
function- when councir or commission refuse to accept parr.iament,s
suggestions, the latter hae at its disposal 0nry two rather bluntinstruments: the motion of censure under Articre 144 or proceedings
for failure to act under Article 125.
As yet, neither of theee instruments has become a fact ae far aE
Parliamentrs contror over the commissionrE activities is eoncerned,
motions of censure were tabred on severar occaeLons, as for inetance
over agricurtural policy. But so far no such motion has obtalnedin Parliament the n.cessary majority 
- obviousJ_y because there was
unwillingness to dismiss the fulr commission as a resurt of die-
satisfaction with one partlcular sector, or to face a fairly prol0ngedperiod with no Comrnission in office.
The point is that it ie not possibre to tabre a motion of, eengure
against a single commiseioner in respect of the specific sector for
which he is responsibre, because in accordance wrth the second
paragraph of Article L44, .the mernbers of the comnlssion sharr resign
as a body" on the princlple of colrective responsibiJ.:i.ty.
Proceedings for failure to act are not a measur€ as grave as the
motion of eeneure because they ean also, anc notably, be instrtutedin respect of speeific sectors. There is the further advantagethat they can be brought both against the commission and the councir.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Article 175 EEC
(b)
11. Ever since the establishment of the EEC, the Court of JustLce of the
European Cornmunities has dismissed, ae inadnissible, without 6xceptl66
all actions brought before it pursuant to Article 175. part of the
reason for this lies in the difficulty of satisfying all the csnditions
of admLssibllity. In the following anal-ysis we propose therefore to
examine carefully the questlon of admiEsibility of a suit for failure
to act.
L2. Wlth referenc€ to the admisEibility of a sult by the European
Parriament pursuant to the first paragraph of Artlcre 1?5 EEc, the
following polnts require speeial consideration:
13.
L4.
- Parliament's capacity to brlng an action
- the councLl's and the commission's capacity to be rnade a dependant
- 
the tlpe of measure, failure to adopt which is arleged against the
Councll and the CommisEion
- 
the specific procedural requirements lald down in the second
paragraph of Article 175 EEC
- 
the adeguacy of the grounds of the action.
Parfiattent.E capacitv to brinq an action
According to the first paragraph of Article L75 of the EEC Treaty,
the Member states and the other institutions of the commrnity rnay
seize the court of Juetice should the council or the commission, in
infringernent of this Treaty, fail to act" when the court of iluEtice
finds that such lnfringenent has occured, the institution concerned
is required to take those measures that execution of the courtss
verdict implies.
An act contrary to the Treaties on the part of an institution may
be positive or negative, i.e. it may be one of commission or omission.
The faculty of taking proceedings for failure to act is lntended to
enable a praintiff to LnEtitute legal proceedings also ln the case of
faLlure to perform, contrary to the Treaty, a Commrnity act, and thus
to oblige the institution guilty of the omission to repair, by meanc
of a positive act, the infrlngement of the Treaty implicit in the
omission.
15. There is a body of academic doctrine vrhich denies Parliament's right
to bring a suit for faLlure to act, malntalning that it woul-d not be
logical to endop lt wlth such a rlght when tt already poesesses in
respect of the Commission, and to some extent also of the Corncil,
a right of poritical eontrol. This body of oplnion aLso craims
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that it is unLikely that the authors of the EEC Treaty intended to
authorize Parliament to sue the Cornnrission or the Couneil for failure
to act when they have denied to it the right to challenge the
legality of positi-ve acts by means of a suit for annulment. But
this argrurnent erroneously equates the two tlrpes of legal recoutrse,
proceedings for annulment and proceedings for failure to act, whLch
are distinct in their eireumstances, content and purpose. Ehese
differences also account for Parliamentrs right to make use of the
procedure for failure to act.
16. No more convincing is the general constitutional argurnent according
to which Parliament should not be able to sue the executl.ve organs
for failure to aet beeause, within the balance of the Comnmnity's
institutional structure, it is the Council which has the legislative
power, while ParLiament, which fuLfiUs essentially a consultative
and controlling funetion, has onJ.y a restrlcted share ln the
legislative function" In fact, this shorvs Parliament.s capacity to
sue for failure to act as a strengthening of its control pourers.
It is, motreover, logical that, for the purpoaes of the law.s
development, Parliament Ehould be accorded this faculty within
the Community's institutional structure.
L7" rt was clearl-y the intentlon of the authors of the Treaty to grant to
Parliament the right to proceed for failure to act as an instrument
for maintaining the community's dlmamic when it becomeg necesEary
to i.nduce the council- and the commission to act in accordance with
the Treaty.
The most convineing argument as to parliament's capacity to bring
proceedings is provided by Article 175 EEC, the wording of whieh is
quite uneguivocal. If, among the lhree EEC institutions, ttre
faculty of bringing such an action were to be reserved soleJ-y to the
council and the commission, the plural contained in the text wourd
be senseless. rn that case the text should speak ln the sJ-ngurar
of 'the other instltution., i.e. eitlrer the CounciL or the
commission, since the court of Justice obvlously cannot brinE an
action against itself. The prural used thus mBkeE it crear that the
intention wae to incrude parliament among the parties having capaeity
to sue.
rn the prevailing opinion there should now be no grounde for any
further doubtE as to the European parriamentrs right to brl_ng.an
aetion. But this right haE not so far been expreesly confirmed;
such confirmation can be provided by the court of Justice only when
Parliament institutes proceedings for fallure to act. Even if
19.
19.
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20.
Parliamerrt were not to win its cas6, this would stil1 aehieveu as
regards the problem of the admissibility of such an action, a
valuable clarification when the Court recognizes Parliament's
capacity to institute proceedings for failure to act.
The gouncil's and the Commissionrs capacitv to be made a defendant
The actiona concerning the cornmon transport pol-icy should be brought
against the Council and the Commission who, by the terms of the
first paragraph of Article 175 EEC, have the capacity to be rnade
defendantE, so that there is no doubt as to the admissibllity of
such aetions.
The tvpe of measure, failure to adopt which is alleqedlv aqainst the
Council and the Commission
The parties having eapaeity within the neaning
may bring an action before the Court of Justice
measure which the Council or the Commission has
provided fhat:
- 
the Council or the Commission have failed to
- 
the Treaty has been infringed.
These two conditions are cumrlative. Failure to act should at the
same time involve infringement of the Treaty.
The term rto act' is nowhere expressly defined in the Treaty. Its
meaning ean only be inferred from the context. As regards failure
to act by the Couneil, this poses no problem. The Council can be
charged hrith not having acted on various proposals submitted by the
Commission, i,e. with failing to adopt regulations, directives,
decisions, recomnendations or opinions, for it is solely through
these acts, listed in Article 189, that the Council can ractr within
the meaning of Articles 175 and 176"
It is thus not sufficient for the Council to decide to forrruard a
proposal from the Commission to the Permanent Representatives, and
for the latter to place it on the agenda without delay.
2L.
22.
23.
As regardE the Commission, 'to actr
be submitted to the Councit, given
part of the Commission's activities
part, cannot act in the absence of
of Article 175 EEC
in respect of any
failed to adopt,,
act
means also to frame proposals to
that this represents a eubetantial
and that the Council, for ite
sueh proposals.
24.
25.
26. For the action to be admissible, the institution complained against
should be under an obligation to act. Failure to do so, when such
an obligation exists, results in infringement of the Treaty.
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27.
29.
The counciltg and the Cornnlegion's legal obligation to act derivea
from the text of the Treaties and, by the terms of Article 3(e) EEC,
the adoption of a comnon pollcy in the sphere of transport is part
of the activities of the Community. By.the terms of Article 74
et seq. EEC, it is in particular the Council,s duty to lay dotn all
the appropriate provisions within the framework of th€ Common
Transport Policy.
Specific procedural requirements laid dorJn in the second paraFraph
of Article 175 EEC
By the terms of the second paragraph of Article 175 EEC, acti,on for
fallure to act shaII only be admiesible if the inEtltution concerned
has first been ealled upon to aet. There is a tripl.e purpose to
this prior invitation to act. First of all, it is intended to offer
the institution concerned an opportunlty to eettle the conflict out
of eourt- Second1y, it is meant aB a warning that the party with
capacity to sue intends to take legal proceedings if the failure to
act should prove protracted, i.e. lf the inEtitution concerned doee
not define its position within a specific time-limit. By this
means, the party having eapacity to eue signifies that the request
is a call to action within the meaning of Article 175. Finally,
the issuing of a eall confers on the potential plaintiff the right
to bring an aetion when tle remainlng procedural requirements have
been sati-sfied. The Treaty laye dorrln no particular formal requlre-
ments as regards the call to action, but the latter mrst Btate
explicitly that it is being iesued pursuant to Article 175.
The call to action must, first of all, specify the subject of the
possible subsequent suit for fallure to act. The purpose of thle
invitation is to elicit action from the institution to which lt
is addreesed. rn order to ensure that the aetlon is not dismissed
ae inadmissible, its subject must be the same as that of the prior
call to action. obviously, the carr to action should be issued by
the institution as sueh. It is the European parliament as an
institution that has eapacity to bring the action, the president of
the Parliament being onry an organ of that parriament and not the
institution itself. rn order to be able legitimatery to represent
Parliament, the President requires a mandate, which can only be
conferred by a resolution of Parliament.
29.
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30. The issuing of the call to action marks the beginning of the period of
two months within which the Council or the CommiEslon is required to
define its position. For the Pur[roEes of lega! certalnty, lt is
neceBsary that the start of this period should be determined precleely.
It can, ln fact, only begin at the moment when Parliament'E reEolution
containing a,n invitatlon to act reaches the Council or the Cornmission.
3I. Ttre action shall h admissible only if the institution thus caLled
upon has not defined lts position within two months from the call to
action, or, obviously, if the posltion lt has defined is not regarded
as satisfactory.
32. The ingtitution called upon will have deflned its positlon if, within
two monthe, it performs the act from which it had refraLned. In that
case the legaI action becomes purposeless.
33. Ehe lngtitutlon concerned ean algo aet by statlng its lntention to
perform the act in question at an earl-y date, the period of two months
being inEufficiently long for the purpose. Parliament could declare
itself saticfied wlth this promise and not proceed with the action.
34. If the institution concerned expressly refuses to enact the measure
requested and parliament flnds the justlflcation adduced contrary to
the Treaties, or for other reagons is not satisfied with the reply,
it can instltute proceedings within a period of two months"
35. The instltution called upon to act cannot evade this obligation by
adoptlng a provisional neasure. other*rise there would be no point
in creating the possiblllty of bringlng proceedings for failure to
aet. The purpoee of Article u5 is to elicit a measure, and the
instttutlon concerned cannot elude this by reeorting to dllatory
conduct. Ehe notion of rdefining its poeitiont rmret be construed
by reference to the purpoEe of the proceedings for failure to act
and must therefore lmp1y th€ p€rformanee of a fully vaIld aet by the
lnetitutlon concerned.
36- The timc-limit laid down in the Eecond paragraph of Article 175 must
be observed. Failure to do so renders the action inadmissible and
entails its dismlssal. The period mentioned ln the second paragraph
of Article l-75 beglns from the receipt by the councl-l and the
Commisslon of the letter containing the invitation to act. Thie does
not emerge clearly from the text of this provision, but it is consonant
with the general prineiples governing the recelpt of declarations of
intent, and also appears in the third paragraph of Article 173 and ln
Article 81(1) of the Rules of Procedure of the Court of .fustice.
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37.
38.
39.
40.
4L.
42.
43.
The adeguacy of the qrounds of the action
An admissible actton iE well founded if the inEtitution complained
against waE under an obligation to adopt the measures in question
and failed to do so.
As regards the transport sector, Article 74 EEC lays down that a
Comruunlty transport policy EhaIl be instituted. The Erticle statee
that the Member StateE shall pursue the objectives of the Treaty ln
matters coneerning transport within the framework of a common tranaport
policy. The term 'within the framework' rm:st be understood in the
sense that all Comrntrnity actlvity eoncerning transport policy should
take place within a Community concept of this policy, henee a
Community working basls must be developed.
This provision of the Treaty has not so far been put into effect.
Until now, only lndividual iEolated m€aEur€s have been adopted which
cannot be regarded as a Community transport policy.
The Councilrs obligation to act derives also from Article 75(1) (c),
according to which the council shall lay donn any other provisions
appropriate for a common transport policy. For a long time now,
numerous Comroiseion proposals, all in ;rursuance of the objective
established by Artiele '74, have lain before the Corncil. The Councilrs
failure to act consists in having disregarded many of these proposals.
The argument according to which the eouncil should bo aLlored time to
adopt the m€agures conc€rned can in no way attenuate the charge of
omission, given that the Council has yet to pronounce on some propoEale
that have been before it fox L2 years. The reader Ehould refer to the
list appended to this report.
The requirement of unanimity for CouncLl decisions gives rlse to
problems. In practice, decisions on transport poJ-icy matters are at
present taken in the Council only unanimously.
Pursuant to Article 75(1) EEC, the Council., taking into account the
distinctive features of transport, should, after the end of the second
atate act as a rule by a qualified majority. Article 75(3) contalns
a derogation from this, requiring that provl-slons concerning the
principles of the regulatory system for tranEport whose application
would be liable to have a seri ous effect on the standard of living
and on employment in certain areas, as well a6 on the operatlon of
transport facilities, shall be laid dorn by the Council acting
unanimously. In ao doing, the Council should tdcc account of the
need for adaptation to the economic development which wlll reeult
from establishing the Comnon Market.
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44. Whlle the rule of qualified majority, which tends to promote the
integration contemplated in Artiele 75(1), is already reetricted by
Article 75(3), the integration waa even further delayed by the 1965
'Luxembourg Agreement', in consequence of which the Council no longer
acts by qualified majoritY.
45. Following the Luxeribourg Agreement, decisions on Proposals fron the
Cornmission are always taken unanimously when a tartner'e vital interegts
are at stake. There is no generally accepted definition of the notion
of a partner'8 vital interests, nor haE there been the slightest
attempt to achieve some objective and verifiable delimitatlon of the
concept. The important point is that sinee 1965 every Member State
has been taking decisions on its oYsn account - a fact of vitar impor-
tance. In the Council of_Trangport Ministers no majority decisions
have Peen taken since that time.
46. Since unanimity can only be expected to occur in sporadic cases, no
progress in integration whatsoever can come in thls way. Proceedings
for failure to act will also provide an opportunity to the court of
Justice to pronounce on the Councll's present voting procedure.
47. Under the Rome Treaties, the requirement of unanimity is reserved
solely for decisions of fundamental, political or Iegal, import.
The principle of unanimity is based on the acceptance of sovereignty
as the determining factor in the process of the shaping of objectives
and the taking of decisions by institutions. The principle of
sovereignty as a basis for cooperation and of unanimity as the method
of voting cannot promote the integration of Europe, but on the contrary,
can only open the way to total inactivity. The rule of qualified
majority, on the other hand, is founded in the sol-idarity of the
I'leniber States within the Community whieh is recognized as the basis of
the process of shaping objectives and making decisions by the
Community institutions. Under this rule, no Member State alonq can
obstruct a decision. The balancing of national intereEts and the
weighting of the votes of the States in the interplay of forces involved
in the decisional process, rran that the rule of qualified rnajority,
being an expression of solidarity, carri-es the best prospects for
integration. The knowtedge that it may be defeated in the voting at
any time is a constant incentive. to every Ivlember State to be ready to
compromise. This voting method, therefore, often acts as a means of
pressure that makes compromise poesible, while compromise, in turn,
renders the actual voting unnecessary.
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48. Recourse to the ProcesEr of law, i.e. bringing proeeedings against the
council and the commission for failure to act in the matter of a
community transport policy, will give the court of Justlee the
opportunity to ascertain the compatibirity wlth the Treaty of the
voting Procedure applied under the Luxembourg Agreement and, posslbly,
to define, at least, the concept of a partner's vital interest ernloodied
in that Agreement.
49. Shou1d the Court eonclude that the 1956 Luxembourg Agreement is contrary
to the Treaty, this would have an importance going far beyond transport
policy.
50. rf, in defence of its failure to act, the council should plead the
requirement of unanimity purauant to Article 75(3) EEc, the court of
'Justice would still be able to rule, specLfically for the transport
sector, on the interpretation to be placed on that provision, as to:
- what constitutes provisions concerning the prineipLes of the
regulatory system for transport,
- how it can
living and
be
on
determined whether a serious effect on the etandard of
employment ie likely to occur,
- 
in what circumstances is the operation of transport faciritieg
pre judiced,
- when is the effect 'serioust ,
- 
on whom lies the onus of proving all the above,
- to what extent does the requirement to take into account 'the need for
adaptation to the economic development whlch wirl result from
establishing a cornmon market', restrict the validity of the pl-ea of
possible .serious effectr.
rt may emerge that unanimity may be required onry in very special cases.
51. The commissionrs duty to act is clear from the following consideration:
The Council can act in respect of establishing a common transport policy
onry on a proposal from the commission. That alone lays an LndLreet
duty on the comrnission. But the commiesion,s duty to Eubmit proposars
to the Council al-so derives from its position as guardian of the Treaties.
rn particular, it is the commission's task to ensure that the aime and
provisions of the community Treaties are fulfilred and respected
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52. One of these provisions is that a conrmon transport poliey shall be
estabrished. The commission nust, therefore, ensure that this
cones about, and must submit to the Council the appropriate proposale.
The cotrncil's deplorable shortcomings in decision-making do not abso1ve
the Commission from this duty.
53. Article 155 EEC lays upon the commission the duty to submit proposals
insofar as the Treaty expressly provides. This is the Commission,s
task ln ensuring the proper functioning and development of the Common
ltarket. As already mentioned, pursuant to Article 75(r) EEc, the
council acts on a proposal from the commission. To ensure th€
development of the Common Ivlarket in the transport sector, the Commission
must submit proposals to the Council, so that the latter can act. It
is the Commiseion's duty to do so even when there is no likelihood of
the Couneil's acting, given that the Comrnieeion's task is, not to take
upon itself the Council's responsibilitieE, but to create all those
conditions that ensure the development of the Common I'larket. If the
Commission fails to submit proposals which it considers necessary,
because it feels that the Council witl- not adopt them, the Comruission
deprives Parliament, and incidentally deprives itself, of the
possibirity of proeeeding against the council for failure to act.
(c) Conclusions
54. There can be no doubt whatsoever as to the admissibility of a suit
for failure to act either against the Council or the Commission. As
to the proc€dure to be adopted, the call to act could be issued
simultaneously to the Council and the Commission. The Council should
be invited to act on the proposals from the Commiseion which have been
before it for many yearsi the Commission should be invited specificatly
to submit the remaining proposals required to the Council.
55. If, as can be expected, neither party defines its position in a
satisfactory manner, action should be brought before the court of
Justice, within the time-limits prescribed, simtltaneously against
both institutions.
- 
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ANNEX III
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. L-4G2/79)
tabled by I'1r BAUDIS
on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group
pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of procedure
on transport policy
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